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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter aims to discuss the conclusion of analysis to accomplish the study. 

It presents in two points: conclusion and suggestion for other students who intend to do 

the same study. 

5.1     Conclusion 

After conducting the study and discussing the problem of the study about the 

image of Indonesia’s Tax Amnesty program in Jakarta Globe and The Straits 

Times online newspaper, it comes into the conclusion. Media frames the issue 

about Indonesia’s Tax Amnesty program in different perspective from one to 

another. The writer found some points from the analysis using Gamson & 

Modigliani’s framing concept.  

First, Jakarta Globe mostly seems support Indonesia’s Tax Amnesty program 

whether analyzing the core frame, and condensing devices in the article. From the 

four articles, Jakarta globe does not much quote several sources directly in 

framing Indonesia’s Tax Amnesty program. Jakarta Globe mostly uses their 

perspective based on the facts also positive words such as boost tax revenue, the 

tax revenue will improve economic sector, reduce poverty and inequality which 

are supporting Indonesian Tax Amnesty program and indicate stand with the 

Indonesian government.  
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In the other hand, The Straits Times has a different perspective in showing the 

issue about Indonesian Tax Amnesty program. The journalist mostly uses several 

sources and quotation directly which means, The Straits Times does not make 

their own opinion in framing Indonesia’s Tax Amnesty program. From the 

articles, The Straits Times seems does not support the Indonesia’s Tax Amnesty 

program by using negative words to construct the reader’s mind that Indonesian 

Tax Amnesty as a financial crime and injustice. Those indicate that The Straits 

Times stand with the Singaporean government. 

 5.2     Suggestion 

The framing tool by Gamson & Modigliani can be used in any kind of issues, 

however in selecting the issue to analyze, read the text carefully to formulate for 

better analysis. The writer hopes the media framing tools, particularly Gamson & 

Modigliani’s concept can helps the research interpret better message of news 

article. For English Department student who wants to analyze the online media 

perspective, it is better to use more widen theories of the areas to accomplish the 

appropriate theory used. 

 


